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Propositions

1 To identify the lack of land reform as a root cause of the Zapatista uprising is to
deny that also in Chiapas land reform was substantial and had far-reaching
social and political consequences, (this thesis)
2

State intervention is neither necessary nor sufficient to bring about
privatisation of c o m m o n property arrangements, (this thesis)

3 Land tenure reform is an exercise in institutional engineering with highly
uncertain outcomes.
4 The heightened self-awareness of indigenous peoples threatens the selfconfidence of anthropologists.
5 In view of the lack of job opportunities at Dutch universities, it is hardly
appropriate to call the PhD a rite of passage.
6 In the hands of people with a strongly developed protestant work ethic,
personal computers may turn into time-bombs.
7

Dancing is as m u c h about standing still as it is about moving.

Propositions to be defended with the thesis Gaining ground: land reform and the
constitution of community in the Tojolahal Highlands of Chiapas, Mexico,
December 7, 2001,13:30 hrs, by G e m m a van der Haar.
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This book owes a great deal to coincidence and circumstance as well as to the
encouragement and support of many people. In accounting for the first and
expressing my indebtedness to the latter, I shall go a bit further back in time than is
perhaps common. I need, however, to explain, not only how this book came about,
but also why it concerns Chiapas in the first place.
Somehow, it all started with my mother's attentiveness. My eagerness to 'see
something of the world' and 'get to know other cultures' might never have taken m e
anywhere, had she not seen an ad in the paper about an international high school.
Thanks to the United World College network and funding, I spent two intensive,
instructive years in a small but globalised village on the Adriatic coast of Italy.
Amongst my best friends there were two Mexicans. W h e n I decided to take a year
off and work as a volunteer somewhere, Alberto Diaz and Lizzy G o m e z mobilised
their networks in Mexico. I ended up in Comitan, Chiapas - which at the time had
none of the prominence on the world map it has today - with a team of pastoral
workers from the San Cristobal diocese. The ten months there were tough but decisive. Heike da Costa had kindly taught m e my first Spanish while I was still at home.
In Comitan, a new challenge awaited me: Tojolabal. What would I have done without
the enthusiastic instruction o f Martin Lopez and the language material prepared by
Karlos Lenkersdorf? Members of the pastoral teams of Kastalia and the Mision de
Guadalupe shared with m e their belief in a better world. Martin Lopez and Pedro
Villafuerte introduced m e to the Tojolabal communities with patience and infectious
enthusiasm. My friendship with Monica Drewes and the encouragement of
Alejandro Guevara kept me going when I thought I could not take it any more. But
it was the families of Honduras-Piedra Huixtla that shared their food and their life
with m e while I made an only partly successful attempt to teach their children to
read and write that made Chiapas unforgettable.
Having decided I was probably more of an academic than a missionary, I went to
Wageningen. Throughout my studies, Chiapas was always at the back of my mind.
Wout van den Bor, then head of the Department of Agricultural Education,
supported my plan to write m y master's thesis on indigenous primary school
teachers in eastern Chiapas. I soon knew this would not be my last visit. The reencounter with the people from Piedra Huixtla and neighbouring communities
tbuched m e deeply. The more I learned, the more my fascination grew.
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So, the 'why Chiapas?' is accounted for and therefore, half the story behind this
book. But it was by no means clear that there would ever be such a book. The experience o f re-working m y master's thesis into a publication, under the inspiring
supervision of Douwe Beijaard, had whetted my appetite, but it was not until Arij
Ouweneel of CEDLA made the suggestion that I thought o f writing a PhD. Arij's
encouragement was the first step, the financial support offered by CEDLA - enough
to cover about half a PhD-position- the next. However, without the willingness o f
Norman Long (head of the Department o f Rural Development Sociology) to take a
chance with m e , the project could not have worked. I a m deeply indebted to both
Arij and Norman for their institutional and moral support.
The KLV facilitated a preliminary visit to Chiapas in 1995, which allowed m e to
assess the political conditions that had arisen as a result of the Zapatista uprising.
Gaby Vargas opened the institute of which she was director at the time, the CIESASSureste, and her house in San Cristobal, to me. She was highly original and stimulating company. W h e n I was hesitating over whether it would be wise to undertake
a research project in the Tbjolabal region at all, she said, "You know where you want
to go, so just do it." So back to Comitan it was. The theme for the research - land
reform - sprang from an interest I had developed in rural history (while doing
research in Spain in a project supervised by Jan Douwe van der Ploeg) together with
the lack o f information on this subject that seemed so important in the Tojolabal
region.
For the fieldwork and archival work I am indebted to many people in Chiapas.
Firstly, my thanks go the people of San Miguel Chibtik, who allowed m e to stay and
work in their community. I will never be able to repay their hospitality. Without the
courage and dedication of a number o f the Chibtikeros there would have been no
fieldwork at all; without the patience and the stimulating and challenging company
of many others, it would have been far less worthwhile. Jitzan tzfakatalje we'nlex kola
ermano ti h'a ch'ibtiki. Ermano ixuke ermano winike, yal untik,
spetzaniljajmojjumasa,
tzfakataljun tiro. Jaju'un iti wa xyala wala istoria'exi, wala lucha'exi. Jel t'ilan wa sna'a
ja kristianoja h'a tuk luwari.
Several people in Comitan shared with m e what they knew about the^ncas in my
region of study, providing m e with a glimpse o f times gone by. These included don
Ricardo Castro, don Jorge Castellanos and dona Gloria de Castellanos, dona Lolita
Albores, dona Leticia Roman, and dofia Trinidad Pulido (director o f the regional
museum). Don Pepe Castellanos, the last owner of Chibtik.also provided m e with
valuable information. Unfortunately, he is no longer alive to see what I did with it.
I am also grateful to his wife, who dug up an old map of the property just before I
left.
The work at the archives of the state-level land reform ministry was greatly facilitated by the help of Marta Diaz and Jose Luis Becerra O'leary. Marta not only
arranged for m e to obtain access to them, she also greatly enhanced m y understanding o f the land problems of Chiapas. I never would have been able to get
through all the files without the efficient assistance of Marta Elena Santana. Several
other offices provided important information. I was looked after very well at the
Registro Agrario National and the INEGI and the Archivo Histdrico del Estado de
Chiapas in Tuxtla Gutierrez and at the Public Property Register o f Ocosingo. In
Comitan Adrian Argumedo and his companions from the Colegio de Posgraduados
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and Ricardo Morgan from the Procuraduria Agraria shared their documentation and
insights with me. John Taylor from Pajal helped m e explore the possibilities for
fieldwork.
San Cristobal harbours m u c h valuable scholarship o f which I took as m u c h
advantage as I could. The CIESAS-Sureste (to which I was attached as a visiting
researcher for the duration of the fieldwork) provided a very stimulating environment. Gaby Vargas and Igor Ayora always gave me plenty of food for thought as well
as excellent food to eat. At different m o m e n t s , Shannan Mattiace, Xochitl Leyva,
Araceli Burguete, Carmen Legorreta and Conrado Marquez shared their insights
with me. Andres Aubry of Inaremac and Elena Fernandez of the Institute de Estudios
Indigenas provided m e with important sources. Very special thanks go to the staff at
the Laboratorio de Andlisis de Information Goegrdfica e Estadistica (LAIGE) of the
Golegio de la Frontera Sur. Ignacio March offered m e every facility. Miguel Angel
Castillo and Emmanuel Valencia worked miracles, making satellite images and other
geographic information available to m e . The bird-eye's perspective on the region
gave rise to many stimulating conversations. The cartography in this book owes a
great deal to their efforts.
Comitan became a h o m e to m e thanks to my next-door neighbours, the people
from the Centro de Investigation en la Salud de Comitan (CISC). This was largely
thanks to Dr. David Halperin, then head of the institute. I am very sorry he did not
live to see the completion of this book. Rolando Tinoco generously made the infrastructure of the institute available to me. I feel extremely privileged to have shared
the company of Martin Lopez Moya, Hermelindo Aguilar, Juan Mendez, and Delfina
Ajguilar, w h e n I participated in a CISC-project involving the community of San
Mateo Veracruz. Watz Delfina has been a great source of support to m e throughout,
always prepared to clarify my doubts on some aspect of the Tojolabal world in which
she has grown up. Martin, his wife Kena and their wonderful daughters opened
their house to m e on subsequent visits.
It was extremely enriching to share my experiences in Chibtik with other
'p|assers-by' like myself. Eva was working for a regional N G O , Norma was a teacher
iik Chibtik, while Margara Millan studied the gender aspects of Zapatismo. I am
grateful to Carlota Duarte from the Archivo Fotografico Indigena at CIESAS-Sureste,
who made it possible for some of the Chibtikeros to experiment with photography,
an experience they as well as I enjoyed greatly.
A number of other people in Mexico increased m y awareness o f current developments and made my stay a lot more pleasant. In Ocosingo, these included Elbrig
de Vries and her husband Arturo Castellanos; in Mexico City, Karlos and Gudrun
Lenkersdorf, Maria Eugenia Reyes Ramos, Joaquin Flores and his daughter Valeria,
Cesar Hernandez and Aurora Gomez.
Writing this book was a different adventure altogether. Initially sharing my time
between the CEDLA and the Rural Development Sociology Group, but eventually
spending most time at the latter, I tried to find my own academic identity. This was
not always easy but it would have been m u c h harder without the support of my
colleagues. Life at the Leeuwenborch would have been unbearable without Jos
Michel and my fellow Ph.D. candidates, especially Jens Andersson, Thea Hilhorst,
Flip van Helden, and Edwin Rap. They frequently helped m e regain the right
perspective on things. I am grateful for the support of research school CERES (espe-
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dally Ab van Eldijk) and the Department of Social Sdences at Wageningen University. I learned a great deal in my collaboration with CEDLA colleagues Willem Assies
and Annelies Zoomers.
My participation in a n u m b e r o f fora, both inside and outside Wageningen,
allowed m e to try out some of my ideas. The trips abroad were made possible by the
financial support of the Landbouw Export Bureau, NWO, the Mesa Redonda de
Palenque, and the Storm-van der Chijs Fund. I am grateful to all those who shared
their comments with m e on those occasions. More than once, remarks by Monique
Nufjten and Pieter de Vries pointed to new directions for the analysis.
Drafts o f chapters were read and commented on by Yvette Nelen (Chapter i),
Esther Roquas (Chapter 5), and Chris van der Borgh (Chapters 6 and 7). This was
very helpful. Suzanne Stephens did a wonderful job of strdghtening out my English.
Emmanuel Valenda did most of the cartography. For maps 1.1 and 3.11 relied on the
help of Jens Andersson and Deanne Nederveen, respectively. My father did the scanning necessary for most of the other figures. A spedal word of thanks is due to Carin
Vaessen and Dr. Nuijt whose patience and pragmatism got m e back on track when
RSI problems arose.
This is the point where you usually get references to the supportive husband or
wife. That is missing here. But I have not gone all this way alone. Love at a safe
distance meant that most of the time I could dedicate myself to writing without
feeling guilty, while it also added flavour to my existence. Friends doser by reminded
m e there are other things in life. Their wit and warmth were a great source of
inspiration. Finally, I want to share the joy of having completed this project with my
two sisters, m y parents and my grandparents. If they ever lost faith, they never
showed it.
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